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2-INNER PRODUCT SPACES II 1)
This paper is ail extension of [l] . We continue the investigations begun there concerning 2-inner product spaces (2-pre-Hilbert spaces) and deal especially with orthogonal and orthonormal sets in such spaces. The reader should consult [1] for definitions and notations.
Let (L, (. ,. I . )) be a 2-inner product space and II . ,. II the associated 2-norm. Corollary. If (a,b|c) = (a,b|d) = 0, then (a f b|c+d) = -(a,b|c-d).
Proof. 
By ail orthogonal set in (L,(.,.|.)) we mean a non-emptysubset S of L such that 1. for each e e. S, there is an f eS, such that ||etf||/0 and 2. for distinct points e,f,g£S, (e,f|g) = 0. The set G of all orthogonal sets in (L,(.,.!.)) is non--empty. If S e. C, S has at least two elements. Also for S e Ô and non-zero real numbers £ (e), eeS, {t(e)e| e e S J e Û by Lemma 1. Theorem 1. Each S e CT is an independent set. Proof.
Let {e1f...tenj be a finite subset of S n and assume a^ = 0 for real o^Then, for j = 1.. ,n i lid f. <=S with ||e.,f.||VO J U J i-1 i?=1
Therefore, a.. = 0 for J = 1,... ,n and hence, S is an u independent set.
Coro llary.
For distinct e,feS, S e.C,||e,f || 4 0. If ||e,f|| = 1 for arbitrary distinct e,feS, Sttf, then S is called orthonormal. The set 03Z of all orthonormal sets in (L,(.,.| .)) -is non-empty and OUtzO.
By using Zorn's Lemma relative to the partial ordering given by set inclusion in O (resp. in C2Z), for each
there is a maximal set in C {Gift) containing S. If the underlying space L has finite dimension n^3, a maximal set S in &{Gät), need not consist of n points. For example, let je^,e2,ej} be a basis for L and define a 2-inner product on L by
belongs to 021 and hence to 0 also. We will show S is maximal in O and hence also in ÜXC. Assume S is not maximal in Ö . Thus, there is a point e = f..e,, For S e 0 , let L(S) denote the subspace of L which is generated by S and L(S) denote the closure of L(S) relative to the natural topology of (L,(.,.|.)). Theorem 3. Let S e. 6 and e e. S.
For a e. L(S) and f,gtS\{e}
Proof. Since (.,.
1.) is a continuous function of its first variable, it suffices to establish the equation for aeL(S).
By the definition of L(S) there are distinct points e^,...,eneS and real numbers i such that n e,, = e and a = XD a^ e. ." Hence (a elf) expression --1 , r>, which is independent of the choice of lie,fir 
Now we establish equation (2).
Since ( i=2 tlS Thus, the Theorem is proved.
The equations (2), (3), and (4) are the 2-inner product analogues of the Fourier series expansion, Parseval's identity, and the generalized Parseval's identity.
Corollary. Let (L,(.,.!.)) have Property K and S e C3t. Eor each ae.L, the following are equivalent:
1. aeL(S).
a = ^^ [aTe] e . eeS
3. ||a,f|| 2 = 2-, Ta.e] 2 , f t S. eeS\{f} 'Proof.
In the proof of Theorem 5, we established 1-3-2. Clearly 2-1. As we shall see in what follows, in certain cases, the research on orthogonal and orthonormal sets in 2-inner product spaces reduces to the corresponding research in inner product spaces. Prom Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 of [l], we know that if (L,(.,.)) is an inner product space of dimension > 1, then (6) (a,bI c) = (a,b)||c|| 2 -(a,c)(b,c) defines a 2-inner product (.,.l.) on L, where II . II is the norm associated with (.,.). A 2-inner product space (L,(.,. .)) for which there is an inner product (.,.) on L which satisfies (6) is called simple and (.,.) is said to generate the 2-inner product (.,. .).
We now show that a 2-inner product may be generated by more than one inner product. Let {e^,e2} be a basis for L with He^egH = 1. 
Proof. Prom equation (6), it is clear that if S is an orthogonal (orthonormal) set relative to (.,.), then

Se<7(S e OdZ).
Let
S&0.
For distinct points e,f,geS, by ( If (e,f) 4 0, then (e,g) = 0 and (e,flg) = (e,f)||g|| 2 -(e,g)(f,g) = (e,f)||g|| 2 ^ 0.
However, (e,flg) = 0 since e,f,g£<?. Therefore (e,f) = 0 and hence S is an orthogonal set relative to (.,.)• If SeOK, then for distinct points e,fe.S, 1 = ||e,f|| 2 = ||e|| 2 -,||f|| 2 -(e,f) 2 = ||e|| 2 ||f f .
Hence, since e,f are arbitrary in S, ||e|| = 1. Therefore, S is an orthonormal set relative to (.,.).
From Theorem 6, we see that if (L,(.,.l .)) is a simple 2-inner product space and S e 0 , then multiplying the points of S by appropriate scalars, we obtain a set ini7<ft.
Corollary. Let (L, . ,.I. )) be a simple 2-inner product space and (.,.) an inner product generating (.,.!.). Let S e &K be a subset of L which contains at least three points. For a e.L(S) and etS,
[a,e] = (a,e).
Proof. From Theorem 6, S is an orthonormal set relative to (.,.).
For feS\{e},
[a.e] = (a,elf) = (a,e)||f|| 2 -(a,f)(e,f) = (a,e).
Under the assumptions of this last Corollary, equation (7) implies that equation (2) gives the Fourier series expansion relative to (.,.).
Similarly, equations (6) and (7), with a suitable transformation, imply that relations (1" ), (3) and (4) are the Bessel inequality, Parseval identity and the generalized Parseval identity relative to (.,.).
2-Iimer product spaces,II
Now, we consider the problem of determining which 2-inner product spaces are simple» Theorem 7. Every 2-inner product space of dimension 2 or 3 is simple.
Proof. If L has dimension 2, then as in the example preceding Theorem 6, there is an inner product (.,.) on L generating (.,.l.) and hence, (L Thus, (L,(.,.!.)) is not simple.
Let (L,(..)) be an arbitrary 2-inner product space, itor 0K*= {Setftt; (e,f|g+h) = 0, e,f,g,h distinct in s}, 0ZL*SLCU. Proof. Let (. ) be generating (. ,.l . ) and S e 0It. If S consists of two points, then S t OH*.
If S consists of more than two points, then S by Theorem 6 is an orthonormal set relative to (.,.). For distinct points e,f,g,heS, (e,f |g+h) = (e,f )||g+h|| 2 -(e,g+h)(f ,g+h) = 0 and thus S eGK*. Hence 0X1= OK*. 1. Let (L,(.,.!.)) be simple and (.,.) an inner product on L generating (.f.l.). There is a maximal orthonormal set S, relative to (.,.), which belongs to Cut* by Theorems 6 and 8. Since L(S) is dense in L with respect to the topology generated by || . ||, the associated norm of (.,.), and II. II is compatible with the natural topology of (L,(.,.!.)), L(S) = L. 
